**CONFERENCE TARGET AUDIENCE**

All medical professionals, including MDs, DOs, NDs, DCs, DDSs, DMDs, DVMs, Ph.D.s, RNs, NPs, PAs, and alternative medical practitioners. Medical students, residents, and interns are encouraged to register – call for discount.

Advocates and non-medical professionals are welcome to attend.
Welcome to the 2012 Physician’s Round Table conference at the Marriott Westshore, Tampa, Florida.

The theme for 2012 is Connecting the Dots, a Physicians Round Table initiative to explore the mysteries of suffering most commonly seen in the patient population. As always, we have a well balanced line-up of expert speakers in their respective fields. They will deliver scientific, evidenced based material, combined with practical experience for a better understanding of the theme.

Those fortunate enough to attend this conference will be able to freely interact with the speakers and other professionals in a Gordon-style manner. It is our sincere hope that such freedom will lead to better understanding of disease, preventative measures, diagnostic techniques and treatment protocols.

Please note that the Physician’s Round Table conference director takes pride in holding the meetings at eco-friendly, green hotels. The Marriott Westshore was carefully selected with this in mind. You will also find friendly and helpful staff at the Marriott Westshore where their motto is “Please let me know how I may exceed your expectations.”

It is our hope that you and your family will take advantage of all that Tampa, Florida has to offer. Close by, you will find Busch Gardens (888-800-5447), Tampa Bay Tours (888-805-7497), and Raymond James Stadium (813-350-6504) – just to name a few attractions. And if you care not to leave the Marriott Westshore, please note that there are a number of ways to spend your free time at the relaxing Blue Bistro, the luscious pool, or at the fully equipped exercise facilities.

We are confident that you will gain from and enjoy the 2012 Physician’s Round Table experience. And, as always, we welcome your comments.

I look forward to meeting you!

Sue Vogan
PRT Director
Thursday January 26, 2012

6:30 – 6:55 REGISTRATION

7:00 – 8:00 Michael Payne, MS, CRC, CNS The Use of Bio-Photonic Modulation in Complex Conditions

8:00 – 9:00 D.C. Amarasinge, M.D. Black Box for Medical Errors

9:00 – 10:00 Chris Hussar, D.O., D.D.S. Cavitations and the Oral-Systemic Relationship

10:00 – 10:30 EXHIBITOR BREAK

10:30 – 12:30 Ritchie Shoemaker, M.D. Proteogenomics of Lyme

12:30 – 1:00 LUNCH BREAK

1:00 – 2:00 Omar Amin, Ph.D. “Delusional Parasitosis” or Neuro-cutaneous Syndrome (NCS) and Morgellons

2:00 – 2:30 EXHIBITOR BREAK

2:30 – 3:30 Alan Gruning, D.O. Cocoa: Desert or Medical Super Food?

3:30 – 4:30 Aeron Goldheart, ChT Subtle Energy Activation

4:30 – 6:30 PHYSICIAN’S ROUND TABLE David Nico, Ph.D. – Supernatural Health

7:30 – 8:30 Victor Zeines, D.D.S. Healthy Mouth Healthy Body

8:30 – 10:00 Health by Chocolate Tasting Party Xocai Chocolates with Dr. Alan Gruning
Friday January 27, 2012

7:00 – 8:00      Jerry Leonard      Connecting the Dots between the Lyme Epidemic and the Biowarfare Establishment

8:00 – 9:00      Chuanhai Cao Ph.D.  Melatonin and Coffee can Sustain Your Good Memory

9:00 – 10:00     Armin Schwarzbach, M.D., Ph.D. Diagnostic and Therapeutical Strategies in Lyme Disease and Multiple Infections by Chlamydia and Mycoplasma

10:00 – 10:30    EXHIBITOR BREAK

10:30 – 11:30    Judy Mikovits, Ph.D.  Diagnosis and treatment of Autoimmune and Neuroimmune Disease in the 21st Century

11:30 – 12:30    Alan Gruning, D.O.  Fibro/CFIDS: Hope for the Tired and Hurting

12:30 – 1:30     LUNCH BREAK

1:30 – 2:30      Eva Sapi, Ph.D.  Eliminating the different morphological forms of Borrelia burgdorferi

2:30 – 2:45      EXHIBITOR BREAK

2:45 – 4:30      Food Matters – the documentary

4:30 – 6:00      PHYSICIAN’S ROUND TABLE  David Kazarian, BSP, RPh, FASCP and Randy Breton, BSP, RPh. CPh. - Nutritional supplements and other hard to find products

7:00 – 9:30      Infuseve America Tour  State of the art compounding  Hors d’oeuvres and open bar  Transportation will be provided

7:00 – 8:00      Warren Levin, M.D.  Candida Workshop
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 8:00</td>
<td>Warren Levin, M.D.</td>
<td>Common Denominator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 – 9:00</td>
<td>Armin Schwarzbach, M.D., Ph.D.</td>
<td>From the Symptoms Checklist Over Laboratory Results to Whole Body Therapies in Chronic Infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 – 10:00</td>
<td>Dietrich Klinghardt, M.D., Ph.D.</td>
<td>HEMO PYRROL-LACTAM-URIA (HPU), LYME DISEASE AND AUTISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 – 10:30</td>
<td>EXHIBITOR BREAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30—12:00</td>
<td>Dietrich Klinghardt, M.D., Ph.D.</td>
<td>A Deep Look Beyond Lyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 – 1:00</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 – 2:00</td>
<td>Lee Cowden, M.D.</td>
<td>Change the Terrain To Resolve Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 – 4:00</td>
<td>Dietrich Klinghardt, M.D., Ph.D.</td>
<td>Innovative Disease Protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 – 6:00</td>
<td>PHYSICIAN’s ROUND TABLE</td>
<td>Lesley Fein, MD – Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 – 10:00</td>
<td>Dinner &amp; Poolside Comedy Show -- Clifford C. Kuhn, M.D., Author, Comedian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clifford C. Kuhn, MD, the Laugh Doctor, is a physician, medical school professor, humorist, professional speaker and personal counselor who helps individuals and groups enhance performance, productivity and health by creating and sustaining more fun.
Omar M. Amin, Ph.D.

Founder of Parasitology Center Inc., Dr. Amin is a Parasitology. He is a nationally and internationally in the field with over 180 major articles and books American and foreign professional journals on parasites from North America, North Africa, Peru, Czech Republic, Russia, Inner Mongolia (China), and Vietnam. Dr. Amin has conducted many parasitology workshops and conferences including Gulf as a Fulbright Scholar and had received many awards, and Parasitology research grants. He has authored a 5-part educational video series on "Parasitic Infections of Humans, Diagnosis and Pathology" produced by the Center for Improvement of Human Functioning International of Wichita, Kansas.

Professor of recognized authority published in human and animal Persian Gulf, Kenya, Thailand, Taiwan, international one in the Persian other honors,

http://www.parasitetesting.com/

Randy Breton, BSP, RPh., CPh.

Randy is the Vice President for Infuserve America and has been practicing pharmacy since 1991. A Graduate of Northeastern University with an internship at Randy has experience in several Pharmacy as well as Hospital Setting. Randy has had extensive responsible for the creation of America.

http://onestoppharmacyinc.com/index.php

Chuanhai Cao Ph.D.

Tianjin Medical University, Tianjin China – MPH 1993 Biostats and Epidemiology
Tianjin Medical University, Tianjin China – PhD 1996 Medical Virology
Nankai University, Tianjin China – Postdoc 1996-1998 Molecular Biology
University of South Florida, Tampa Florida – Postdoc 1998-1999 Pathology
University of South Florida, Tampa Florida – Postdoc 1999-2002 Med Micro/Immunology

I have been working in vaccine and immunology research for over 10 years, during which I have successfully applied much of my immunology background and expertise to AD and other neurodegenerative diseases research. Moreover, I have had my own independent laboratory for the last six years, wherein I have conducted my own

http://health.usf.edu/nocms/medicine/sip_neuro/basic_science.html

Iodamoeba butschlii heavy infection

This protozoan is often found in patients that may show clinical symptoms while other patients may not. It is usually pathogenic with patients with a compromised immune system, but no so much in patients with resistant immune systems.

http://health.usf.edu/nocms/medicine/sip_neuro/basic_science.html

http://onestoppharmacyinc.com/index.php
research projects from my research findings have provided translational development of several GCSF, caffeine, funds for a VA Merit grant and three years. Through the research contained in this proposal, my team will develop novel biomarkers for AD and should discover new insight into the mechanism(s) of Aβ interactions with the immune system in AD. In this important proposal, my lab will analyze blood and brain cytokines to evaluate the inflammation role in brain injury and how they are related to the recovery post injury.


Shijie Song, Vasyl Sava, Amanda Rowe, Kunyu Li, C. Cao, Takashi Mori, Juan Sanchez-ramos Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) treatment increases recovery in mouse model of Parkinson’s disease Neurosci Letter 2011;487 (2):153-7


*: J. Olcese, C. Cao contributed equally to this study and is listed as co-first authors.


C. Cao, Gary W. Arendash, Alexander Dickson, Malgorzata B. Mamcarz, Xiaoyang Lin & Douglas W. Ethell Aβ-Specific Th2 cells Provide Benefits to Alzheimer’s Mice without Infiltrating the CNS. Neurobiology of Disease 34 (2009) 63–70


Li, Q., Gordon, M., Cao, C., Ugen, K.E., Morgan, D., Improvement of a low pH antigen-antibody dissociation procedure for ELISA measurement of circulating anti-Abeta antibodies. BMC Neurosci, 2007. 8: p. 22.


*: Michele A. Kutzler and C. Cao contributed equally to this study and are listed as co-first authors.


*: Qingyou Li and C. Cao contributed equally to this study and are listed as co-first authors.


Disamodha Chandrakirthi Amarasinghe, M.D.

1962-1967 Medical School University of Ceylon, Peradeniva
1968 MBBS Degree
Internship: Colombia North Hospital, Ragama Colombia, Sri Lanka
House Officer Project HOPE (U.S. hospital ship docked in Colombia
Internship: St. Joseph Hospital, Lorain, Ohio
Residency: Wayne State University/Detroit General Hospital
Wayne State University/Veterans Administration Hospital
Oakwood Hospital
Transplant Fellow (Renal) Wayne State University Program
William Lee Cowden, M.D., MD(H), Chairman of the Scientific Advisory Board and Professor of the Academy of Comprehensive Integrative Medicine of Panama since 2008, is a USA board-certified cardiologist and internist who is internationally known for his knowledge and skill in practicing and teaching integrative medicine. He has co-authored, or contributed to, many books and other publications. He has pioneered successful integrative treatments for cancer, autism, Lyme disease, atherosclerosis, cardiomyopathy, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia and many other illnesses. Techniques for which he is known internationally include automated electro-dermal screening, pulsed infrared photo-magnetic therapy and Laser Energetic Detox.

Dr. Cowden is the author or co-author of books including:

In addition to these publications, Dr. Cowden was also on the editorial board for: Alternative Medicine, The Definitive Guide (First Edition, 1993) and contributed to Alternative Medicine Guide to Heart Disease, 1998 and several other books and articles.

Dr. Cowden is an international integrative educator who has given presentations in Central and South America, Europe and guest on many radio and television and other countries.

Dr. Cowden is the co-founder of the Energetic and Integrative Medicine of and since 2008, he has contributed greatly development of the Academy of Comprehensive Integrative Medicine in Panama (www.academycim.com). The Academy of Comprehensive Integrative Medicine is an international membership organization which provides
written and video-streaming virtual integrative medicine education, client referrals to health practitioners and participation in integrative medicine clinical research for its health practitioner members.

Lesley Fein, M.D.

Lesley Fein grew up in South Africa where she obtained her Bachelor of Science with Honors degree. Dr. Fein holds both an MD (George Washington University Medical School) and an MPH (Columbia University, NY). She is Board Certified in Internal Medicine, following a three-year residency program at Mt. Sinai Hospital in NYC, and she completed her Fellowship in Rheumatology at New York University. She has been in practice since 1986 and has taught Epidemiology to medical and public health students at Columbia University and Mt. Sinai Hospital, NY. She has also taught General Medicine at Mt. Sinai and NYU.

Dr. Fein is both an experienced researcher and a seasoned public speaker and has published articles and government reports on Lyme disease and other tick borne illnesses.

Aeron Goldheart, ChT.

In 2006 Aeron became the CEO of Tesla Energy Lights, co-developer of multi-gas tube technology and teacher of applied intentions.

Aeron’s 35 year background includes corporate communications expertise as a video/photo/graphics in tv/print/web media producer. He captures objective and subjective data from studies and evaluations in the field and clinic applications. He has documented practitioners, physicists, and users evidence currently in over 70 videos.

Aeron has groomed a global network of users, and volunteers by training the skill of commanding the benefit of personal development and human when supported by the subtle energy activation fields provide.

Aeron’s commitment to giving back and paying it directed to the benefit of our future through children adults who assume responsibility for themselves, include children with autism with the Autism Solution Cordova, TN, and children with AIDS with Just Us dedicated group of volunteers building medical clinics assisting the Tanzanians in Africa to not only survive, thrive by helping them find and recreate themselves in

Dr. Lesley Fein Calls for an End to the Ignorance & Arrogance Surrounding Research & Treatment of Tick-Borne Illnesses

by Dr. Lesley Fein, MD., MPH

http://www.publichealthalert.org/Articles/LeslieFein/IgnoranceArrogance.htm

http://teslaenergylights.com/

http://www.lymesociety.com/about.htm

educators intentions for evolution the Lights forward is and assisting Benefactors Center of Friends, a who are but also humanity
through education, dignity, love and consciousness. Both are non-profit 501(c)(3) and can be found at

Tesla Energy Lights is a member of ISSSEEM.org (International Society for the Study of Subtle Energy and Energy Medicines) dedicated to bridging science and spirituality.

Aeron’s explorations, reports and purpose include:
Improvement of other modalities when combined with the multi-dimensional fields of the Lights such as: 1) when lying down in the alpha state, assists one’s self-healing process, 2) adding activated air affecting the values of enhanced oxygen and redux signal responses to lower oxidative stress, 3) restructuring liquids and nutrients to enhance their efficacy and 4) rebooting one’s parasympathetic thus supporting a profound increase of values for users and practitioners on all levels including the emotional, mental, spiritual and not only the physical.

Aeron’s purpose for being on this planet at this time is to support global consciousness to embrace and allow one’s authentic heart to catapult humanity on our evolutionary path.

Developing multi-gas Divine Love frequency tubes for slowing the mind and opening the heart for soul and spirit development.

Aeron’s invitation for users and educators include participation in a “global give back” of subtle energies for humanitarian evolvement by exercising the highest of purposeful “intention” directly and remotely.

Alan W. Gruning, DO, FACOEP

Rutgers College, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey
1974-1978: Bachelor of Arts, Zoology Major

University of Health Sciences – College of Osteopathic Medicine, Kansas City, MO
1979-1983: Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
-University Service Award
-Sigma Sigma Phi Honors Fraternity
-Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges

Mount Clemens General Hospital, Mount Clemens, Michigan
1983-1984: Rotating Internship

Pontiac Osteopathic Hospital, Pontiac, Michigan

Board Certification by the American Osteopathic Board of Emergency Medicine: September, 1988- current
American Heart Association – Florida ACLS Affiliate Facility: 2/89-12/98
Advanced Pediatric Life Support Course Director, 1995-2001
Advanced Cardiac Life Support Instructor, 1984-current

http://fibromyalgiafortmyers.com/page12611510.aspx
Dr. Gruning is Board Certified in Emergency Medicine. He is Medical Director for International Center for Health & Wellness. After 20 years of caring for acutely ill patients, Dr. Gruning left the Emergency Department to provide the best possible care for auto accident injuries. After he developed Chronic Fatigue himself, Dr. Gruning did much additional study on natural therapies that heal. He has been effectively treating these complex patients for several years. He understands the importance of holistic treatment and spending time with the patient to fully evaluate their complaints. He also seeks to heal the whole person-body, mind and spirit-because that is what provides the greatest long term success.

Chris Hussar, D.D.S., D.O.

Dr. Christopher Hussar received his D.D.S. Degree from University of Detroit Dental College, Michigan in 1978 and his D.O. Degree from Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine, East Lansing, Michigan in 1986. With 2 professional Degrees Dr. Hussar occupies a unique niche in Medicine. Although no longer practicing Dentistry, most of his practice involves patients who are having health problems related to chronic oral infections.

For 30 years his practice has focused around the treatment of chronic pain disorders, in particular facial pain and somatic pain that arises as a result of practice consists of performing oral eliminate diseased bone and teeth

His interests in chronic illness lead diagnosing and treating such newer and its associated co-infections.

He possesses strong beliefs that most result in part or totally from chronic

David W. Kazarian, BSP, RPh, FASCP

David Kazarian, President of Kazarian Group with more than term care, Retail Pharmacy, Home Infusion Therapy, has the State of Connecticut and consultant pharmacist. He pharmacy at the University of has taken numerous courses in other health sciences since


http://infuservemamerica.com/
Past experience in teaching included clinical instructor, at the University of Connecticut school of Pharmacy, he has lectured at the University of Florida’s school of Pharmacy and was also an instructor at Hartford Hospital School for respiratory therapists. He has lectured at nursing homes, senior centers, and done programs at Lyme disease specific programs in the US and overseas.

Mr. Kazarian was the pharmacy partner in a company that automated nursing home pharmacy in the State of Connecticut. His Autoscript computer system was the first in the state and he continues to use software in his pharmacy practice that is home grown and responds to the needs of his patients.

Areas of interest are the pharmacotherapy of pain management, home infusion therapy, treatment of Lyme disease, treatment of dementia in the elderly, anemia of chronic kidney disease and medication safety for the elderly and automated systems to track details of his patient population.

Kazarian has served as a scientific advisor to the Lyme Disease Foundation and lectured about the pharmacology of medications used to treat Lyme. He frequently consults to patients afflicted with Lyme disease to insure proper medication management and administration. He is a frequent lecturer on several topics, including treatment of dementia. Anemia, proper use of devices used to administer intra venous medication and topics such as IV therapy to treat nutritional deficiencies.

Dietrich Klinghardt, M.D., Ph.D.

After immigrating to the USA, he spent three years as a full-time emergency physician before becoming Medical Director of the Santa Fe Pain Centre. Increasingly aware of the limitations of conventional medicine when dealing with chronic conditions, he hypnototherapy and began to psychotherapeutic and work, along with neural techniques and applied (psychokinesiology and has contributed significantly toxicity and its connection and pain. He is considered an been instrumental in biological medicine - non-injection techniques for pain ageing medicine, toxicology, disorders), energy psychology. He has also developed ART comprehensive diagnostic practitioners to become

universities of Illinois, Utah, University (Washington DC) schools of Geneva and Zurich. Between 1996-2005 he was Associate Professor at the Department of Applied Neurobiology at Capital University. He is regularly invited to teach workshops at the prestigious Medicine Week in Baden-Baden, Germany. Among his books is the groundbreaking Psychokinesiology A new Approach in Psychosomatic Medicine, on muscle feedback-guided psychotherapy.
Dr. Klinghardt is Founder of the American Academy of Neural Therapy, Medical Director of the Institute of Neurobiology, and lead clinician at the Comprehensive Medical Centre, all located in Bellevue, Washington. He is also Founder of the Institute for Neurobiology (Germany), CYNIK (Switzerland) and the Klinghardt Academy, (USA).

Jerry Leonard is a physicist who has been actively involved in microelectronics research and production for over fifteen years. He has numerous patents and publications related to his scientific career. Mr. Leonard has been studying eugenics movement and unethical government experimentation related to viral cancer research over ten years.

Warren M. Levin, M.D., is recognized as the “East Coast Dean of Alternative Medicine”—establishing the first medical practice in New York City (1974). He received his medical degree from the Jefferson Medical School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dr. Levin has been Board Certified by the following institutions; American Board of Family Physicians (ret), The American Board of Chelation Therapy, The American Board of Clinical Metal Toxicology, The American Board of Environmental Medicine, The American Board of Advanced Longevity Medicine, American Board of Environmental Medicine and American Board of Bariatric Medicine. He is a Fellow of The Academy of Family Practice (ret), a Fellow of the American Academy of Environmental Medicine and a Fellow of The American College of Nutrition, Board of Directors of the NoVA Chapter of the NAA [National Autism Association] - Chairman of Biomedical Education.

http://www.winstonsmith.net/

http://warrenmlevinmd.org/
Judy A. Mikovits, Ph.D.
Dr. Mikovits spent more than 20 years at the National Cancer Institute in Frederick MD during which time she received her PhD in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, investigating mechanisms by which retroviruses dysregulate the delicate balance of cytokines in the immune response. This work led to the discovery of the role aberrant DNA methylation plays in the pathogenesis of HIV. Later in her career at the NCI, Dr. Mikovits directed the Lab of Antiviral Drug Mechanisms (LADM) a section of the NCI’s Screening Technologies Branch in the Developmental Therapeutics Program. The LADM’s mission was to identify, characterize and validate molecular targets and to develop high-throughput cell-based, genomic and epigenomic screens for the development of novel therapeutic agents for AIDS and AIDS-associated malignancies (Kaposi’s sarcoma). Formally trained as a cell biologist, molecular biologist and virologist, Dr. Mikovits has studied the immune response to retroviruses and herpes viruses including HIV, SIV, HTLVI, HERV, HHV6 and HHV8 with a special emphasis on virus host cell interactions in cells of the hematopoietic system including hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). Dr. Mikovits’ commercial experience includes serving as a senior scientist and group leader at Biosource International, where she led the development of proteomic assays for the Luminex platform that is used extensively for cytokine activity assessment in therapy development. She also served as Chief Scientific Officer and VP of Drug Discovery at Epigenx Biosciences, where she led the development and commercialization of cell and array-based methylation assays for drug discovery and diagnostic development. Dr. Mikovits has co-authored more than 40 peer-reviewed publications that address fundamental issues of viral pathogenesis, hematopoiesis and cytokine biology.

David Nico, Ph. D.
Dr. David Nico is a certified wellness coach, healthpreneur, and the founder of Nico Ventures, a health consulting company. Currently, he is a practice development consultant with Designs For Health, a nutraceutical organization. Dr. over 20 years ago and as an mission today is to educate wellness known as supernatural combines biblical and scientific into their daily practice of powerful yet dynamic and body. Health professionals, pastors, and leaders from all from this new health approach. Holistic Nutrition from Clayton College of Natural Health, a Master’s in Entrepreneurship and E-Business and has completed advanced Doctoral studies from Regent University, and holds an Undergraduate Degree in Marketing with Exercise Health Science from Oral Roberts University. Furthermore, he has taught as an Adjunct Professor at Regent University and enjoys speaking at events, on TV and radio show interviews. For recreation Dr. Nico spends time with his wife and family and resides on the Eastern Shore of Virginia near the Chesapeake Bay. Above all, he is passionate about being a disciple of Jesus Christ and encouraging others to create their own legacy of health.

http://www.nicoventures.com/
Michael Payne, MS, CRC, CNS

Michael graduated from Medical College of Virginia with a master of science in rehabilitation counseling. Post graduate studies include board Certified Nutrition Specialist with the American College of Nutrition and AFMCP certification with the Functional Medicine Institute in Gig Harbor, Washington. He is a founding member of the board of advisors for Xymogen, a nutriceuticial company based in Orlando, Florida and is a featured speaker for Guna Inc; a biotherapeutic company based Milan, Italy.

Over the past few years, Clinic, a ZYTO powered Autism, Healthy Mommy Women, Metabolic rehabilitation to individuals life.

Eva Sapi, Ph.D.

Educational Background:

- Ph. D. Genetics, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary.
- Postdoctoral Training. Molecular Biology, Yale University School of Medicine, Department of Therapeutic Radiology.

Fields of Research:

- Lyme Disease Research
- Tick biology / infections
- Nutritional Cancer Research

Peer-reviewed Publications:


29. Armin Schwarzbach, M.D., Ph.D.

Medical Education
1984 Phar:meuics, University of Mainz, Germany
1985 – 1990 Medicine, University of Mainz, Germany
1991 Postgraduate Training (Neurology), Koblenz and Andernach, Germany

Scientific Education
1984 – 1989 Biochemistry, Hoechst A.G., Frankfurt/Main, Germany
1991 – 1993 Assistant in Internal Medicine, Hospital Limburg/Lahn, Germany (Oncology, Infectiology, Cardiology and Gastroenterology)
1993 – 1995 Assistant, Laboratory Portheine, Schmitt, Walscheid, Thuy, Koblenz, Germany (Microbiology)
1995 – 1996 Assistant, Laboratory Kragenings, Römmler, Munic, Germany (Autoimmune Disorders, Infectiology)
1996 – 1997 Assistant, Laboratory Dirr, Borchers, Riemann, Wimmer, May, Spielberg, Augsburg, Germany (Clinical Chemistry, Immunology)
1998 – 2000 Specialist for Laboratory Medicine, Laboratory Riegel, Albath, Musiol, Schwarzbach Gölssner, Schirazi, Speck, Wiesbaden, Germany
2000 - 2006 Specialist for Laboratory Medicine, Laboratory management, head of the personnel department, synlab laboratory Augsburg, Germany
2006 - present Co-founder of the Borreliose Centrum Augsburg, Germany, 1st European centre for tick-borne diseases, with Carsten Nicolaus, M.D., PhD, Head of Laboratory and Chief Physician
1986 - 1991 Development of the first worldwide radioimmunoassay for human Gastric Inhibitory Polypeptide (GIP) in cooperation with Hoechst A.G. Frankfurt/Main, Germany and the Institute for Endocrinology of the University Mainz, Germany
2010 - Scientific project of the European Union for the development of HILYSENS – “Highly sensitive and specific low-cost lab-on-a-chip System for Lyme disease diagnosis”, 7th framework programme of the European Union

Specialization in Laboratory Medicine:
1997 Medical Association Bavaria/Germany

Teaching Activity:
2004 - present Lecturer in Anatomy and Pathology in Residential Geriatric Care College Augsburg, Germany
Specializations:
- Diagnosis of Lyme Disease and other vector-borne diseases
- Hundreds of presentations for diagnosing and treating Lyme disease and other vector-borne diseases
- Lectures in pre-analytics by support of Fa. Sarstedt AG, Nürnberg, Germany
- Consultation of over 2000 doctors in each specialization
- Organization of different conferences in laboratory diagnosis and therapy
- Establishment of new laboratory parameters

Ritchie Shoemaker, M.D.
Ritchie C. Shoemaker, MD, is a man in love with his family and profession. He lives with his wife and daughter in a rural setting in Eastern Maryland, by the shores of the Pocomoke River (site of massive Pfiesteria-related fish kills), where he enjoys nature excursions, cooking and furniture refinishing. Dr. Shoemaker graduated from Duke University where he received undergraduate and medical degrees. He is a practicing physician in Pocomoke City, MD, and conducts research all across the country. His dedication to his patients and his advancement of medicine through research has been recognized often, including receipt of the Maryland Academy of Family Practice Physician of the Year 2000 award which was followed by an award as a finalist in the National competition for 2002.

Dr. Shoemaker has published four books, and has numerous scientific journals, on tapes and in newspapers. He has made many presentations at scientific meetings, and has frequently appeared on television. Dr. Shoemaker’s lectures are known for their enthusiastic presentation of thought provoking ideas. Whether his speech is educational or motivational, he is an entertaining speaker with a stimulating approach to thinking that will challenge the listener.

Victor Zeines, D.D.S.
Dr. Zeines has been practicing Holistic Dentistry for the past 25 years. He received his degree from N.Y.C. College of Dentistry and completed an internship at the Eastman Dental Center in Rochester New York. Dr. Zeines always believed that dentistry needed to do more than just “fix teeth.”
In 1980, he received a Masters in Science (Nutrition) from the University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Connecticut. He received Fellowship Status from the Academy of General Dentistry in 1982. An early article by Dr. Zeines...
called “Nutritional Eases Dental Problems,” published in 1980, talks about the link regarding oral and systemic health.

Today, there is increased understanding of the impact of oral health on the rest of the body. There is an increasing body of support for the multiple connections between oral health and total wellness.

There are more links between the practice of medical dentistry and medicine than ever before. “We have always known that protecting the health of gums will help patients to keep not just their teeth, but their life,” says Dr. Zeines. Unhealthy gum tissue leads to chronic infection and inflammation – and that is one of the most important concepts that have been developed in Dentistry in the past 50 years. When inflammation is controlled, patients and physicians have a chance at controlling everything from heart disease to diabetes to successful pregnancy.

Dr. Zeines is the author of “Healthy Life: Naturally” and “Your Tongue Never Lies.” Dr. Zeines hosts the “Healthy Mouth, Healthy Body” show on NYTalkRadio.net.

A member of the Advisory Board of The Holistic Option.com, Dr. Zeines uses kinesiology, nutrition and aromatic therapy along with bio-compatible materials in a gentle relaxed atmosphere. His offices have been mercury free over twenty-five years. Because of Dr. Zeines’ constant commitment to overall health, bridging dental health with medicine through collaboration with physicians is a natural next step. Patients always benefit when all health care practitioners collaborate. We look forward to building on that bridge. Dr. Zeines practices in Manhattan and Woodstock, New York.

Helpful Notes for Attendees

Experience from the last few conferences has prompted these following guidelines.

Let’s be courteous to those speaking at the podium. Most of them will have traveled a great distance to present valuable information so that you may, as physicians, care for your patients or you, as patients, may take the information back to your physician.

1- Be sure to be in your seat when the presentations start
2- Keep conversations to a minimum during presentations
3- Visit with exhibitors before or after presentations or during the many breaks
4- Limit entering and exiting the Grand Ballroom so as not to distract others
5- Turn cell phones off or set for vibrate only
6- Laptops can be a distraction – please keep them closed during presentations
7- No video or audio is permitted during presentations, round tables, or entertainment
8- Do not use the foyer for techniques, therapies, experiments, etc.
9- Wear your name badge during conference hours so others will know who you are
10- If you are dining at the Westshore Marriott, you are able to pre-order your meals so they are ready – this is available so that you do not have to miss a single presentation

Helpful Notes for Exhibitors

This is a time to make new contacts, sell products, and explain what your company has to offer. It is our pleasure to have you at the 2012 Physician’s Round Table.

Please set up and tear down at the times outlined:
Set Up – Wednesday 2:00 PM EST – 8:00 PM EST
Tear Down – Saturday 4:00 PM EST – 6:00 PM EST

Please join us for the presentations, Round Tables and evening events.

Helpful Notes for Speakers

You have a certain amount of time to present your information. Be sure to end 5 minutes before the next presenter is due to speak. This way we stay on schedule and things run smoothly. You will want to unplug your flash drive and take questions the remaining 5 minutes as the next speaker is setting up for their presentation. We will have a 5 and 10 minute warning sign in the Grand Ballroom as a convenience.

Please send your presentations to peerobmagazine@aol.com or suelymer97@yahoo.com no later than October 1, 2011. We will make copies of your presentation as a backup. Also note that presentations will be made available to the attendees after the conference. You may choose to opt out for sharing your presentation. If you do so, please let us know in writing (email is acceptable) by October 1, 2011.
If you are selling products, please make us aware of it in advance. If you do not have an exhibitor table or permission in advance, you will not be permitted to sell.

Speakers are expected to stay for the Round Table discussions. If you will not be able to attend this part of the conference, please let us know in advance.

Wireless microphones, a video screen, a laptop, a laser pointer, and a projector will be available. If you have other needs to complete your presentation, please let us know no later than October 1, 2011.
I Recommend Researched Nutritionals® for My Patients

...Joseph Burrascano, M.D.

Immune Power
Most of our patients’ immune systems are very weak. In order to provide the nutritional support for a healthy immune system, I recommend Transfer Factor Multi-Immune™. These folks have put a lot of thought into developing a product which promotes healthy natural killer cell function. The combination of transfer factor and the herbal and nutritional base make this an extremely effective product.

Mitochondrial Fuel
ATP Fuel™ contains the top three ingredients clinicians know to be the most helpful for their patients with fatigue:
• NT Factor Energy™ to improve mitochondrial membrane function
• CoQ10 for ATP energy production
• NADH to convert food into cellular energy

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Call 800-755-3402
Fax 805-693-1609
ResearchedNutritionals.com
NATURE’S POWERFUL ARSENAL
FOR TODAY’S HEALTH CHALLENGES
Providing high quality natural products to health care professionals and consumers and devoting a substantial portion of proceeds to meet the physical and spiritual needs of people in some of the most disadvantaged areas of the world.
REGISTRATION FORM

To register for the 2012 Physician’s Round Table, please fill out your information below. Send form and payment to:

Physician’s Round Table
3309 Walnut Grove Drive
LaGrange, NC 28551
Fax: 252-566-4461 (call before faxing)

Title ______
First Name ___________________
Last Name ___________________
Company _____________________________
Address ______________________________
Tele ___________________ Cell __________
Email _________________________________

Please check all that apply:
MD ___ ND ___ RN ___ DDS ___ DC ___ NP ___ Esq ___ PA ___ DVM ___ DMD ___ DO ___
Med Student ___ Resident ___ Intern ___ Advocate ___ Other _______________________

How many in your group? ______
When will you be arriving? ______ ______ ______
How will you be paying? Check by mail? ______ Credit card via PayPal? ______
How did you hear about the conference? __________________

$300.00 individual  Exhibitors $3,000.00
2/$500.00
Group rates available on request

Sue Vogan, PRT Director
1-717-254-1953 office
1-419-778-0476 cell
peerobmagazine@aol.com

For hotel reservations:
Click on the link:  http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/TPAWE?groupCode=PHYPHYA&app=revslink&fromDate=1/26/12&toDate=1/29/12
Click on FIND, and make your reservation. It’s just that easy!
Almighty God, Thou hast created the human body with infinite wisdom. Ten thousand times ten thousand organs hast Thou combined in it that act unceasingly and harmoniously to preserve the whole in all its beauty the body which is the envelope of the immortal soul. They are ever acting in perfect order, agreement and accord. Yet, when the frailty of matter or the unbridling of passions deranges this order or interrupts this accord, then forces clash and the body crumbles into the primal dust from which it came.

Thou sendest to man diseases as beneficient messengers to foretell approaching danger and to urge him to avert it. Thou hast blest Thine earth, Thy rivers and Thy mountains with healing substances; they enable Thy creatures to alleviate their sufferings and to heal their illnesses. Thou hast endowed man with the wisdom to relieve the suffering of his brother, to recognize his disorders, to extract the healing substances, to discover their powers and to prepare and to apply them to suit every ill.

In Thine Eternal Providence Thou hast chosen me to watch over the life and health of Thy creatures. I am now about to apply myself to the duties of my profession. Support me, Almighty God, in these great labors that they may benefit mankind, for without Thy help not even the least thing will succeed. Inspire me with love for my art and for Thy creatures. Do not allow thirst for profit, ambition for renown and admiration, to interfere with my profession, for these are the enemies of truth and of love for mankind and they can lead astray in the great task of attending to the welfare of Thy creatures.

Preserve the strength of my body and of my soul that they ever be ready to cheerfully help and support rich and poor, good and bad, enemy as well as friend. In the sufferer let me see only the human being. Illumine my mind that it recognize what presents itself and that it may comprehend what is absent or hidden. Let it not fail to see what is visible, but do not permit it to arrogate itself the power to see what cannot be seen, for delicate and indefinite are the bounds of the great art of caring for the lives and health of Thy creatures. Let me never be absent-minded. May no strange thoughts divert my attention at the bedside of the sick, or disturb my mind in its silent labors, for great and sacred are the thoughtful deliberations required to preserve the lives and health of Thy creatures.

Grant that my patients have confidence in me and my art and follow my directions and counsel. Remove from their midst all charlatans and the whole host of officious relatives and know-all nurses, cruel people who arrogantly frustrate the wisest purposes of our art and often lead Thy creatures to their death.

Should those who are wiser than I wish to improve and instruct me, let my soul gratefully follow their guidance; for vast is the extent of our art. Should conceited fools, however, censure me, then let love for my profession steel me against them, so that I remain steadfast without regard for age, for reputation, or for honor, because surrender would bring Thy creatures sickness and death.

Imbue my soul with gentleness and calmness when older colleagues, proud of their age, wish to displace me or scorn me or disdainfully teach me. May even this be of advantage to me, for they know many things of which I am ignorant, but let not their arrogance give me pain. For they are old and old age is not master of the passions. I also hope to attain old age upon this earth, before Thee, Almighty God!

Let me be contented in everything except in the great science of my profession. Never allow the thought to arise in me that I have attained to sufficient knowledge, but vouchsafe to me the strength, the leisure and the ambition ever to extend my knowledge. For art is great, but the mind of man is ever expanding.

Almighty God! Thou hast chosen me in Thy mercy to watch over the life and death of Thy creatures. I now apply myself to my profession. Support me in this great task so that it may benefit mankind, for without Thy help not even the least thing will succeed.